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Common Problem
 Prove complexity lower bounds in a “powerful”

computational model.

 Computational Task:
 Compute a function,
 Find response to a challenge in an interactive proof system
 Many more…

 Fundamental proof idea in two steps:
1. Reduce “powerful” computational model to “simple”
computational model. (E.g. Ex-post facto proofs)
2. Analyze complexity in “simple” model to obtain bounds in
“powerful” model. (E.g. pebbling proofs)
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“Powerful” Computational Models
 Historically:
 Flowcharts & Recursive Schemata [HP70, Pip80]
 Turing Machine with bounded resources [Coo73, HPV77,
DT85]
 CPU with limited # of registers [Set75]
 Circuits [Ruz79, VT89, RM99]
 Reversible Computation [Ben89]
 Proof Systems (Resolution Proofs) [BEGJ98, BW99,
ARNV17]

“Powerful” Models for Crypto
 Random Oracle Model with Bounded Resources

 Details:
1. Computational Entity: Probabilistic Polytime TM A
2. With Oracle Access to: Random Oracle (RO) H
3. Explicit (Bounded) Resources:
a)
b)
c)

d)
e)

Bounded Cache
Explicit Persistent Memory
Bounded Memory
Bounded Parallelism
Etc.

What is a Random Oracle?
 “Oracle” : Black-box allowing only Input/Output queries.
 Important: User gets no further insight into what is “inside”
the oracle.
 “Random” Oracle:
 Let F = { h:{0,1}k → {0,1}w }
 Random function : h ←U F
 Random Oracle: computes a (fixed) random function h().
 Variants:
 Sequential / Parallel oracle queries.
 Fixed / Variable input lengths for h().
 Random Function / Permutation.
 Programmable? Auxiliary input? Etc.

Using Random Oracles
 Instantiation in Practice: “Cryptographic” hash functions: SHA3, BLAKE2,…
 Often results in very efficient and practical schemes.
 Properties useful for proofs:
 Only forward queries possible: x ↦ h(x)
 Uniformity and independence of outputs:


“if x not queried then h(x) is uniform and indep. over {0,1}w”

 Amortization free
 “learning h(x) requires fresh query to RO/computation of h() unique to x.”
 RO queries made by an adversary are visible to reduction.
 Function table of RO is incompressible.

 More Proof Techniques:
 Programmable: Reduction can program outputs of RO in order to, say, embed a
“challenge value” into an execution.
 Simulatable in polytime: lazy sampling

Complexity Notions in the ROM
 Idea: measure explicit aspects of a computation

 Examples:
 “time” measured in terms of # sequential queries
 “computational complexity” measured in total # of
queries
 “space complexity” max memory stored during
computation
 and many more….

“Simple” Computational Model
 Large class of simple models: Pebbling Models.
 Concrete computational task given by a fixed Directed

Acyclic Graph (DAG) G






Intuitively: DAG represents “computation graph”
Each node represents intermediate value.
Edges represent dependency between values.
Inputs = values at source nodes
Outputs = values at sink nodes

 Examples:
 DAG models a circuit: node = value of a particular wire.
 DAG models a set of interdependent RO calls

“Simple” Computational Model
 Computation: iteratively place pebbles on nodes of G subject to some (very
simple) rules.
 Place a pebble: “compute/guess/store a particular value ”
 Precise rules & goals depend on “powerful” model
 Initially: no pebbles on G.
 Usual goal: place pebble on all sink nodes of the graph.
 Usually: can only place a pebble on a node once all of its parents have pebbles on
them.
 Pebbling P of G is “legal” if adheres to rules.
 Pebbling P is “complete” if begins with no pebbles and achieves the game’s goal.
 Different types (colours) of pebbles
 E.g. red = value stored in cache, blue = stored in memory
 E.g. white = non-deterministic guess of value, black = deterministically
computed value

Pebbling Complexity
 Idea: complexity of a computation defined by counting

aspects of how a DAG is pebbled.

 Examples:
 “parallel time” : measured in terms of turns required to
achieve goal.
 “computation” : measured in terms of # of pebbles placed.
 “space complexity” : measure in terms of max # of pebbles
placed on G at any given time.
 “cache misses” : # of times blue pebbles replaced by a red
pebble
 …and may more

Pebbling Reductions
 Meta theorem for (ROM-Compl., Peb-Compl, f, G) :

∀ PPTM A in the ROM and ∀ executions E of A
∃ pebbling P of G with:
1. If E takes input x and produces output f(x) ⇒ (w.h.p.)

P is a complete & legal pebbling of G.
2. ROM-Complexity(E) ≤ Peb-Complexity(P) (w.h.p.)

Pebbling Reductions
 Why is this useful? We reduce the “hard” task of

analyzing complexity in ROM to “easier” task of
analyzing complexity in pebbling game.

 Intuition:
Property 1. : Computing f() “requires” pebbling G.
Property 2. : Complexity of computing f() is at least
complexity of pebbling G.

 Use: Lower bound on pebbling complexity of G ⇒

lower bound on ROM complexity for computing f().

Ex-Post-Facto: Proof Structure
1.

Define mapping from executions E of A to pebblings of G
(called the “ex-post-facto” pebbling P of E).

Key idea: place pebble on node v at time i if A made a RO
query computing value of v and A used the value as part of a
future query to H without re-computing it in the mean time.

2.

Prove: Pr[ (P not complete & legal) ⋀ (E computes f)] too
big ⇒ can use A to compress function table of H.

3.

Prove: Pr[ROM-Compl(E) ≥ Peb-Compl(P)] ⇒ can use A
to compress function table of H.
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Meta-Goal: Egalitarian Functions
Goal: A function f that:
1.
Behaves like a RO and
2.
Computing f on different real-world devices incurs the same monetary cost.
 E.g. Cost on general purpose computer vs. ASIC.
Applications:
 Password Based Cryptography [Per09]
 Password Hashing for storing login credentials.
 Key Derivation Function

Want: Dataindependent
function.

 Combat Sybil attack [Litcoin11]
 E.g. Distributed consensus in permissionless cryptocurrencies
 (D)DOS protection.
 Originally: SPAM email protection [DGN03, DNW05]
 Hardening SQL DB: to service query Q at time t find x s.t. f(Q, t, x) < threshold.
 Decrease threshold as work load of server grows.

What is the Cost of Evaluating f?
Estimate Cost(f) by consider different computational
resources.
1) Computational cost.
-

Theory: Boolean / arithmetic gates
Practice: clock cycles, FLOPs, # of multiplications, etc.

Problem: not egalitarian
$ per op(ASIC) << $ per op(CPU).

2) Idea: memory hardware is more egalitarian
-

[DGN03, RD17]: Measure complexity in terms of memory access (e.g.
cache misses)
[Per09]: Measure amount of memory required at runtime.
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Parallel Random Oracle Model
Iteration i
 Computational Model: PROM
 Algorithms A invoked iteratively.
 At iteration i do:
1.
2.
3.

si
si

A

Perform arbitrary (local) computation.
Send one batch of queries qi to H and output arbitrary
state si ∊ {0,1}*.
Delete all internal state (except si).

Get batch of responses ri from H and state si.
 Set s0 to be the input to the computation (and start half way
through iteration 0).
 Repeat until A produces a special output state sz =: result of
computation.
4.

 A fixed execution is given by: (s0, s1, q1, s2, q2, …, sz-1, qz-1, sz).

qi

ri

H

PROM Complexity: ST-Complexity
Iteration i

 Want a complexity notion that reflects

memory usage…

si

ST Complexity

si

space

m

time

t

 Formally: ST(execution) := max{ 𝑠𝑖 } × 𝑧
𝑖∈[𝑧]

computation
time

bit length
divided by w
(RO output size)

A

qi

ri

H

Measuring Memory
 Question: How to measure memory.
- Space x Time (ST) complexity

m
space

“Area of Smallest Box”

 Problem: amortizes badly
space

ST Complexity

time

S3
S1

t

ST1 = S1 × T1 ≈ S3 × T3 = ST3

time

T1 T3

cost of computing
f once

cost of computing
f three times

 [AS15] ∃ function fn (consisting of n RO calls) such that:

𝑆𝑇 𝑓 ×

𝑛

= 𝑂(𝑆𝑇 𝑓 )

Cumulative Complexity

• Cumulative Complexity (CC) [AS15]
“Area under memory curve.”
• Easy to build functions such that:
Amortized CC per instance = CC of one instance.
Cumulative Memory Cost
𝑧

space

CC(Execution) :=

𝑠𝑖
𝑖=0

iterations

CMC of a Function
Let H{0,1}* →{0,1}w be a RO.
Definition: The cumulative memory complexity of a function f
is the minimum expected CMC over all inputs to f and all
algorithm that compute f with probability at least 1negligible(w).
𝐶𝑀𝐶 𝑓 : = min 𝐸𝑥𝑝 𝐶𝑀𝐶 𝐴𝐻 𝑥
A∊Af ⟺ ∀x Pr 𝐴𝐻 𝑥 → 𝑓 𝑥

: 𝑥 ∊ 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 𝑓 , 𝐴 ∊ 𝑨𝑓
≥ 1 − 𝑛𝑒𝑔𝑙(𝑤)
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Graph Functions
 Fix a DAG G with 1 source & sink.
 Let H : {0,1}*→{0,1}w be a random compression func.
 The graph function fG maps {0,1}*→{0,1}w as follows.
 On input x each node in G is assigned a label:
1.
2.
3.

label(source node) := x.
parents of v
For other nodes label(v) := H (v, label(v1),…,label(vz))
Output is label of sink.
label(v2) = H (v2, x)
v2

label(v1) = x v1

G
v3

v4

label(v4) = H (v4, label(v2), label(v3))
= fG(x)

label(v3) = H (v3, x)
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Parallel Black Pebbling [AS15]
 Iteratively place pebbles on the nodes of DAG G.
 Initially no pebbles on G. Each node can have at most one pebble.
 Goal: Place a pebble on each sink node of G.
 Rules:
1. Can place a pebble on v only if all of parents of v currently have
a pebble.
⇒ can always place a pebble on source nodes
2.

Can remove any pebble at any time.

 Complexity Measures: Cumulative Pebbling Complexity
 CPC(P) := Sum of # of pebbles on G across all iterations.
 CPC(G) := min CPC(P) for any complete & legal pebbling P of G.

More Formally…
 Pebbling of G = (V,E) is a sequence P = (P0, P1, …) such

that:

P0 = sources(G).
2. ∀i Pi ⊆ V.
1.

 P is called legal if ∀i > 0:

v ∊ (Pi ∖ Pi-1) ⇒ parents(v) ⊆ Pi-1
 P is called complete if:

v ∊ sinks(G) ⇒ ∃i with v ∊ Pi

Cumulative Pebbling Complexity
Let P = (P0, P1, …, Pz) be a pebbling of G.
𝑖=𝑧

Definition: CPC(P) :=

𝑃𝑖

.

𝑖=0

Let PG be the set of all legal and complete pebblings of G.
min CPC(𝑃) .
Definition CPC(G) := 𝑃∊𝑷
𝐺
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Ex-Post-Facto: Proof Structure
1.

Define mapping from executions E of A to pebblings of G
(called the “ex-post-facto” pebbling P of E).

Key idea: place pebble on node v at time i if A made a RO
query computing value of v and A used the value as part of a
future query to H without re-computing it in the mean time.

2.

Prove: Pr[ (P not complete & legal) ⋀ (E computes f)] too
big ⇒ can use A to compress function table of H.

3.

Prove: Pr[ROM-Compl(E) ≥ Peb-Compl(P)] ⇒ can use A
to compress function table of H.

Defining P given E
Context:
 G is a DAG with 1 source and sink.
 H is a RO.
 fG is the graph function for G.
 A is an algorithm in the ROM.
Given: fixed execution X = (x, s1, q1, s2, q2, …, sz) of AH
Goal: output pebbling P = (P0, P1, … Pz) of G.

Terminology & The Pebbling
Fixed: f, G with nodes V, H, x, A, E.
 For v∊V prelab(v) := (v, labels(parents(v)).
 RO query q is correct for v if q = prelab(v).
 In this case parents(v) are the input-nodes of q.
 and v is output-node of q.
 Node v is necessary at time i if it’s label Lv is needed in the future but is not (re)-

computed until then.




“need L” : L used as input to RO call or is the output of the computation.
Formally: ∃ j > i with some correct call q ∊ qj and v∊ input-nodes(q) or sz = Lv but
∄ k ∊ (i,j) with a q∊qk such that q is correct for v.

Ex-post-facto pebbling P = (P0, P1, …, Pz) of E:
1.
Init: P0 := sources(G) and ∀ i ∊[1,n] Pi := ∅
For i = 1 to n

2.
a.
b.

∀q ∊qi -1 if q correct for v then “pebble v”. That is Pi := Pi ⋃ {v}.
Remove any unnecessary nodes from Pi.

The Experiment
Random Experiment(A, fG, x):
1. Sample H and coins for A.
2. Run AH(x) to obtain execution E.
3. Map E ↦ ex-post-facto pebbling P.

Lemma 1: “W.h.p. computing f(x) requires fully pebbling G.”
Lemma 1 (formal): Let AQ be all alg. making at most Q queries
to H. Then:
∀A∊AQ, G, x: Pr[sz = fG(x)] ≤ Pr[P ∊ PG]+Q/2w.

Lemma 1: Proof by Compression
Lemma 1 (formal): Let AQ be all alg. making at most Q
queries to H. Then:
∀A∊AQ, G, x: Pr[sz = fG(x)] ≤ Pr[P ∊ PG]+Q/2w.
Proof Intuition 1: If P∉ PG ⇒ some v is pebbled when at
least one parent u of v wasn’t pebbled.
Proof Intuition 2: So P∉ PG can only happen if A manages
to output Lu (either in query q to H or as sz) w/o first
computing Lu.

Lemma 1: Proof by Compression
Proof Idea: Use A to compress subset of the RO entries
corresponding to labels LG,x of fG(x).
Compression strategy (intuition):
Compression(LG,x) := C := LG,x except label Lu.
Decompression(C)

1.

2.
a.
b.

Use C to run A up to when it outputs Lu.
Output LG,x = C and Lu.

Lemma 1: Proof by Compression
Information theoretic tool: “Predictor or Lemma” [DGN03,DKW11]
 Let B=(b1,…,be) be unif. Random.
 Let R be a randomized alg. with:
1.
2.
3.

Input hint h∊T from hint space T. (h can depend on B)
Adaptively querying bits bi. Call set of queried positions I.
Finally outputing S⊆[1,e]\I of size |S|=k and predictions {b’i : i∊S}.

⇒ Pr[∃h∊T s.t. R(h) predicts correctly] ≤ |T|/2k.
Proof [DKW11]:
 Fix any h∊T independently of B. Then:
Pr[R(h) predicts] = 1/2k.
 Union bound over all h.

□

Lemma 1: Proof by Compression
Lemma 1 (formal): Let AQ be all alg. making at most Q-1 queries to H. Then:
∀A∊AQ, G, x: Pr[sz = fG(x)] ≤ Pr[P ∊ PG]+Q/2w.

Proof: Build predictor RA from A.
 Gets to query B := function table of H.
 Hint: j ∊[1,Q] query at which A first outputs Lu.
1. Run AH(x) up to query j using access to H.
2. Let q be jth query to H by A. Extract L’u from q.
3. Compute prelab(v) using x and H and
Predictor Lemma
4. Output prediction H(prelab(v)) = L’u.
Note: Pr[A outputs unqueried L’u = Lu] = Pr[RA predicts Lu] ≤ Q/|Lu| = Q/2w.

Lemma 1: Proof by Compression
Final Stretch!
∀A∊AQ, G, x we have:
Pr[sz = fG(x)] =
= Pr[P is complete]
= Pr[P is complete ⋀ legal] + Pr[P is complete ⋀ not legal]
≤ Pr[P ∊ PG] + Pr[A outputs an unqueried L’u = Lu]
= Pr[P ∊ PG] + Pr[RA predicts Lu]
≤ Pr[P ∊ PG] + Q/2w.
□

Lemma 2: Complexity Bound
Lemma 2: At each time i each pebble in Pi requires A to
store an additional w bits in state si for that pebble.
Lemma 2 (formal): If w ≥ log Q ⇒ ∀λ≥0

Error Probability

𝑠𝑖 + λ
𝑃𝑟 ∀𝑖 ∊ 1, 𝑧 ∶ 𝑃𝑖 ≤
> 1 − 1/2λ
𝑤 − log 𝑄

Lemma 2: Proof
Lemma 2: At each time i each pebble in Pi requires A to store
an additional w bits in state si for that pebble.

Proof (Idea):
 Pebbles are only placed in Pi for necessary nodes.
 Nodes are necessary because their labels will be needed
later on.
 Labels are random strings and so should be incompressible.
 So each necessary node should require its own w bits in si.
 So if for some i∊[1,z] it holds that |si| is too short (w. to high
prob.) then A is compressing some label Lvof some v∊Pi (w.
to high prob.).

Lemma 2: Proof
Lemma 2: At each time i each pebble in Pi requires A to store
an additional w bits in state si for that pebble.

Proof (Outline):
1. Build predictor RA from A that:

 Predicts all labels of nodes in Pi
 Using as a hint the state si to start running A at iteration i.
 …and the |Pi| indices of the queries from which it can extract

its predictions.

2.

Predictor Lemma ⇒

2𝑄|𝑃𝑖| + 2|𝑠𝑖|
𝑃𝑟 𝑅𝐴 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑠 {𝐿𝑣 : 𝑣 ∊ 𝑃𝑖} ≤
2𝑤|𝑃𝑖|

Lemma 2: Proof
2. Predictor Lemma ⇒

𝑃𝑟 𝑅𝐴 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑠 {𝐿𝑣 : 𝑣 ∊ 𝑃𝑖} ≤

𝑄|𝑃𝑖 | +2|𝑠𝑖 |
2𝑤|𝑃𝑖 |

.

3. For Contradiction: Suppose ∃λ≥0 s.t.

𝑃𝑟 ∃𝑖 ∊ 1, 𝑧 ∶ 𝑃𝑖 >

𝑠𝑖 + λ
𝑤−log 𝑄

≥ 1/2λ.

⇒1/2λ ≤ 𝑃𝑟 𝑅𝐴 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑠 {𝐿𝑣 : 𝑣 ∊ 𝑃𝑖} ≤
With prob. ≥ 2-λ A reaches
iteration i in which case RA
always predicts labels of Pi.

𝑄|𝑃𝑖 | +2|𝑠𝑖 |
2𝑤|𝑃𝑖 |

Predictor Lemma

.

Lemma 2: Proof
⇒ 1/2λ ≤ Pr[RA predicts {Lv : v ∊ Pi}] ≤
⇒2−λ ≤ 2 𝑃𝑖

⇒ 𝑃𝑖 ≤

log 𝑄−𝑤 + 𝑠𝑖

𝑠𝑖 +λ
w−log 𝑄

Use: w ≥ log Q

𝑄|𝑃𝑖 | +2|𝑠𝑖 |

which is a contradiction.

2𝑤|𝑃𝑖 |

Pebbling Reduction For CMC
Intuition: We showed that ∀x∊range(f) if execution E of
AH(x) computed fG(x) then E corresponds to a P and w.h.p.
𝐶𝑀𝐶(𝐸) ≥

𝐶𝑃𝐶(𝑃)
.
𝑤−log 𝑄

Since P is both complete and (w.h.p.) legal we get that w.h.p.

𝐶𝑀𝐶(𝐸) ≥

⇒ CMC(f) ≥

𝐶𝑃𝐶(𝐺)
𝑤−log 𝑄

- negl(w).

𝐶𝑃𝐶(𝐺)
.
𝑤−log 𝑄

Why Pebbling?
Because analyzing pebbling can be much easier.

E.g. “High Depth-Robustness ⇒ High CPC”

Depth Robustness
Definition: A DAG G=(V,E) is (e,d)-reducible if there
exists 𝑆 ⊆ 𝑉
s.t. 𝑆 ≤ 𝑒 and depth(G-S) ≤ d.
Otherwise, we say that G is (e,d)-depth robust.
Example: (1,2)-reducible
1

2

3

4

5

DR Implies CPC
 Lemma: If G=(V,E) is (e,d)-DR then CPC(G)> ed.
 Proof:
1. Let P = (P1, …, Pz) be an optimal pebbling of G.
2. Fix any d [1,|V|]. We will construct B⊆V such that:
a)
b)

|B| ≤ CPC(G)/d and
depth(G-B) < d

which implies the lemma.
3. For i∊[1,d] define Bi := Pi⋃Pi+d⋃Pi+2d⋃…
⇒
⇒
𝐵𝑖 = 𝐶𝑃𝐶 𝐺 .
⋃ 𝐵𝑖 = ⋃ 𝑃𝑖
3. Let B := argmin{|Bi|} ⇒ |B|≤ CPC(G)/d.
4. G-B can be pebbled in d-1 (parallel) time ⇒ depth(G-B) < d.

More With Pebbling Reductions
 fG is indiferentiable to a RO that can only be queried at most T times where T
depends on your available resources.
 Resource = CMC [AT17]
 Resource = Sustained Space [ABP18]
 The number of cache misses required to compute fG can be lower bounded by
the red-blue pebbling complexity of G [DGN05,BRZ18].
 Given a device with a limited amount of memory the amount of external

communication and internal memory needed to compute fG on the device can
be lower bounded by the red-black pebbling complexity of G. [DKW11]
 (Used to build one-time computable functions.)

Security of Proof-of-Space, Proof-of-CatalyticSpace, Proof-of-Replication can be
characterized by the pebbling complexity of the graph used in each schemes.
[Pie18]

